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Executive Summary

The cost of leasing commercial space is soaring in many U.S. cities, threatening the future of independent businesses. In cities as diverse as Oakland and Nashville, Milwaukee and Portland, Maine, retail rents have shot up by double-digit percentages over the last year alone. As the cost of space rises, urban neighborhoods that have long provided the kind of dense and varied environment in which entrepreneurs thrive are becoming increasingly inhospitable to them.

Local businesses that have been serving the everyday needs of their communities, sometimes for generations, are being forced out and replaced by national chains that can negotiate better rents or afford to subsidize a high-visibility location. In ILSR’s 2016 Independent Business Survey, 59 percent of independent retailers reported being worried about the escalating cost of rent, with one in four describing it as a top challenge. The trend isn’t limited to retailers. The price of industrial space is rising rapidly too, jeopardizing a budding renaissance in urban manufacturing.

This report examines what’s causing commercial rents to skyrocket and explores six broad policy strategies that elected officials and community leaders are proposing to address it.

We find that the sharp rise in rents isn’t limited to affluent neighborhoods. It’s happening across a range of communities, with some of the most intense pressure falling on businesses in lower income neighborhoods. The problem is especially detrimental to people looking to start new businesses, further raising barriers to entrepreneurship and stunting economic dynamism.

Just as there’s a public stake in the availability of affordable housing, so too is there a public interest in the commercial side of the built environment. Having a healthy independent business sector is closely tied to other municipal policy priorities.

A complex web of causes lies behind rapidly growing and increasingly unaffordable commercial rents:

- **Soaring commercial real estate prices** – A global surplus of capital seeking higher returns is flooding into urban commercial real estate, causing a speculative run-up in prices.

- **The increasing popularity of cities** – Cities are booming as more people seek walkable, mixed-use urban districts. While this has increased opportunities for businesses, it’s also driven up demand for small storefront space, with the rise in rents often significantly outpacing sales growth.

- **The growth imperative of national chains** – Increased demand is also coming from national chains, which, having saturated the suburbs and under pressure from shareholders to show square footage growth year after year, have turned to cities to sustain their expansion.
• **A limited and declining supply of small spaces**  
  Older urban buildings are being redeveloped or razed, and the projects that replace them often provide spaces that are designed for chains and too large to be suitable or affordable for local entrepreneurs.

• **A preference for national companies over independent businesses in commercial real estate financing**  
  Banks and other lenders often provide lower interest rates or better terms if a property owner or developer has signed national, brand-name tenants.

This report outlines a range of ideas that elected officials, business owners, and community leaders have come up with for keeping space affordable and ensuring that entrepreneurs continue to thrive:

1. **Broaden Ownership**  
   Although not suitable for every small business, owning rather than leasing is one of the best ways to ensure stable occupancy costs. Only a small minority of independent retailers currently own their space. Several cities are exploring programs to increase that share by helping businesses buy their buildings, or buy their spaces as commercial condominiums. Another approach involves expanding community ownership of commercial buildings. Through various structures, such as real estate investment cooperatives, neighbors can invest in commercial buildings and guarantee local businesses long-term stability and reasonable, cost-driven rent increases.

2. **Reduce the Power Imbalance in Landlord-Tenant Negotiations**  
   Another set of policy ideas would give small businesses certain rights when it comes time to renew their leases. These protections might include an established timeline for negotiations, an option for a long-term lease, and recourse to arbitration. Cities are also looking at ways to provide property tax credits to landlords who provide affordable leases to locally owned businesses.

3. **Zone for a Local Business Environment**  
   Zoning can be a powerful tool for creating a built environment that provides plenty of opportunity for local entrepreneurs. Key strategies include protecting the varied fabric of established commercial districts, ensuring an ample supply of small spaces, and adopting business diversity ordinances that encourage a mix of different types of businesses.

4. **Set Aside Space for Local Businesses in New Development**  
   Several cities have required that a portion of the space in select new development projects be set aside for locally owned businesses. These requirements could be codified and applied across all development projects that meet certain size or location thresholds.

5. **Create a Preference for Local Businesses in Publicly Owned Buildings**  
   Cities often own and invest in real estate themselves. Some are establishing a preference for leasing spaces in city-owned or -financed buildings to locally owned businesses. In underserved communities, this could include offering space at below-market rates to local, neighborhood-serving businesses.

6. **Recognize Businesses as Cultural Landmarks**  
   Following in the footsteps of Rome, Paris, and London, San Francisco has established a program to recognize and support longstanding, culturally significant businesses. The program provides incentives to landlords who agree to 10-year leases, and it could also evolve to help businesses purchase their spaces.
Introduction

For 22 years, Lisa Monson ran her business out of a building she rented in Salt Lake City’s 15th and 15th business district. The 2,800-square-foot space was a good size for her hair salon, and she liked being in a neighborhood of locally owned businesses.

Like many business owners, though, the more Monson continued to invest in her business, the more wary she became of losing her space. Her landlord wouldn’t offer her a long-term lease, and every three years, she faced a tough renegotiation. Meanwhile, national chains had started moving into the neighborhood, including a Starbucks and an Einstein’s Bagels that bought out a local bagel shop.

“It kept me in a place where I was completely at risk of being thrown out,” Monson explains. “I knew that if he got an offer for a lot more money, I wouldn’t be able to match it.”

The cost of commercial space is spiking upward around the country, driven both by run-away real estate speculation and the growing popularity of urbanism. As a new generation discovers the appeal of walkable and mixed-use neighborhoods, demand for small commercial spaces in those neighborhoods is far outpacing supply, and rents are rising to match. Locally owned enterprises, which thrive in these areas, are increasingly threatened with displacement from the neighborhoods that they’ve made vibrant, and getting replaced by national chains that can negotiate better rents or afford to subsidize a high-visibility location. As high rents shutter longtime businesses, they also create an ever-higher barrier to entry for new entrepreneurs, stunting opportunity and leading to a scarcity of start-ups in cities once known for their business dynamism.
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The cost of commercial space is spiking upward around the country, driven both by run-away real estate speculation and the growing popularity of urbanism. As a new generation discovers the appeal of walkable and mixed-use neighborhoods, demand for small commercial spaces in those neighborhoods is far outpacing supply, and rents are rising to match. Locally owned enterprises, which thrive in these areas, are increasingly threatened with displacement from the neighborhoods that they’ve made vibrant, and getting replaced by national chains that can negotiate better rents or afford to subsidize a high-visibility location. As high rents shutter longtime businesses, they also create an ever-higher barrier to entry for new entrepreneurs, stunting opportunity and leading to a scarcity of start-ups in cities once known for their business dynamism.
being, including higher income growth and lower poverty rates, as well as increased levels of civic engagement. And for cities looking to increase jobs, fostering a built environment that’s small in scale and hospitable to local enterprises has been shown to support stronger levels of positive economic, social, and cultural activity across metrics from number of jobs per square foot to diversity of residents.

The displacement of local businesses isn’t just an issue in affluent neighborhoods. Among New York City’s boroughs, the Bronx has seen the biggest jump in evictions of small businesses and the largest percentage increase in the number of chains.

The displacement of local businesses isn’t just an issue in trendy, affluent neighborhoods. Among New York City’s boroughs, the Bronx has seen the biggest jump in court-ordered evictions of small businesses, and over the last year it also experienced the largest percentage increase in the number of chains. Among these newly arriving chains is a Boston Market, slated to open on a busy corner previously occupied by Zaro’s Bakery, a beloved business founded by a Polish family in 1927 and given just a few weeks’ notice that its lease would not be renewed. Across the Harlem River, in Washington Heights, numerous longstanding businesses have recently been evicted or handed hefty rent increases. One is the nearly 40-year-old Liberato Foods, a Dominican grocery store with two-dozen employees, which is reportedly facing a tripling of its rent.

“I think affordability is a very high issue if not the highest issue that businesses face,” says Vicki Weiner, deputy director of the Pratt Center for Community Development, of local businesses in New York City. “What they make compared with what they have to pay in rent seems to be out of scale in every neighborhood, no matter what the market conditions are.”

Some cities and community leaders are beginning to grapple with the ways that public policy can offer solutions. They are coming up with innovative ideas, from tax abatements for new developments that set aside space for local retail to low-interest loan programs that help local businesses buy their buildings, all with the aim of creating and maintaining a built environment that’s affordable, appropriate, and accessible for locally owned businesses.

“We know that small businesses, particularly those that are neighborhood-based, are important contributors to the identity of Seattle, and the diversity and what makes it attractive to be here,” explains Ken Takahashi, who works in the Office of Economic Development in Seattle, of the perspective of one city. “So we don’t want to just let the market do what the market does, and we want to see if there are ways that we can intervene.”

What’s Affordable?

An apartment is generally considered affordable if the rent is less than 25 percent of the tenants’ household income. In the commercial market, affordability is not quite as clearcut, and varies by the type of business, but a rough rule-of-thumb is that rent and other occupancy costs should total less than 10 percent of a business’s gross sales. As an example, the average hardware store in the U.S. does about $150 in sales per square foot annually, and therefore should aim to keep its rent and other occupancy costs at no more than $15 a square foot. Businesses in better locations can often generate higher sales per square foot and afford higher rents. But a problem arises when a combination of speculative investment, high demand, and limited supply of space sends rents climbing faster than sales growth. Grocers and other businesses that serve the basic needs of a neighborhood are particularly vulnerable, because they often have low gross margins and therefore need to keep their occupancy costs even lower to remain viable.
Finding and keeping affordable space is a growing challenge for local businesses in cities across the country. Here are some of the numbers that business owners are facing citywide, and these rates are often higher in the business districts best suited to locally owned enterprises.

**PORTLAND, MAINE: 22%**
Retail lease rates in Greater Portland jumped 22% to an average of $18. In the city’s historic core, lease rates for small retail spaces are now in the $25-$35 range.

**NEW YORK, NEW YORK: 10%**
Retail lease rates in Manhattan shot up 10%. Some neighborhoods saw larger increases. On the Upper West Side, ground-floor rents rose 37% to an average of $390. In parts of Brooklyn, average retail rents are now close to $350.

**ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA: 17%**
Asheville’s a smaller city, but retailers here have also seen rents jump 17%, to $21.

**CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA: 26%**
Citywide retail lease rates have skyrocketed 26%, to $27. In downtown Charleston, the average asking price is now $38.

**CLEVELAND, OHIO: 12%**
The trend isn’t limited to coastal cities. In Cleveland, lease rates are up 12%, to $14.

**NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE: 19%**
Locally owned retailers in Nashville have had to grapple with a 19% spike in average asking rents, to $20.

**NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA: 7%**
In New Orleans, retail rents have risen 7% to $20 citywide.

**DETROIT, MICHIGAN: 7%**
In Detroit the average retail rent is a lower $13, but that figure is still a 7% year-over-year increase, more than rate at which retailers are generally able to grow their revenue.

**MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN: 12%**
The average asking rental rate for retail space jumped 12% in Milwaukee, to nearly $15.

**SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH: 9%**
Retail lease rates have risen 9% in the last year in Salt Lake City, to an average of nearly $18.

**AUSTIN, TEXAS: 10%**
The average rent for retail space rose 10% in Austin, to $20, and is forecast to rise an additional 8% this year.

**OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA: 16%**
Oakland is one of the cities under the most pressure. Retail rents have soared 16% in the last year, to $27 per square foot, and are up 42% since 2013.

**SEATTLE, WASHINGTON: 8%**
Retail rents in Seattle have risen 8%, to $28.

Percentage figures are the increase in the cost of space in the last year. All dollar figures are asking lease rates per square foot per year. For comparison, over the last year, median per capita income rose 1% and retail sales grew just 1%. Inflation was 0%.

**Sources:** Data for most cities comes from LoopNet, accessed in April 2016. Other data sources are Cardente Real Estate (Portland, Maine), The Real Estate Board of New York (New York City), Lee & Associates (Charleston), and Marcus & Millichap (Austin).
“We’ve been priced out of a ZIP code that we’ve been in for the past 18 years,” wrote a local retailer in Austin in the comments of ILSR’s 2016 survey of independent businesses. “I don’t mean rents slowly creeping up; I mean we would be paying more than double.”

This business owner isn’t an outlier. In that survey, which was distributed to local businesses across North America, 59 percent of retailers reported being worried about the increasing cost of rent, and one in four described it as a top challenge.12

“I get calls every week,” says Rebecca Melançon, the executive director of the Austin Independent Business Alliance. “Our members are not seeing a 10, 15, 20 percent rise. Their rents are doubling, tripling, and quadrupling, and the economy is good, but they’re not bringing in four times their revenue. It’s basically forcing them out.”

Some locally owned businesses, like those with multiple locations or a higher-end product, can handle those increases. “It’s the older, smaller businesses that really built the city in a lot of ways that I see hurting,” Melançon says. It’s
also impacting who can start a business. “Austin’s extremely entrepreneurial, but if you don’t have deep pockets, the threshold for entry has gone way up,” continues Melançon. “There isn’t anyone out there it’s not affecting.”

The average annual rent for a 2,000-square-foot store in the U.S. increased 2 percent in 2015, according to the real estate statistics firm Reis, Inc. Start drilling into cities and towns, and the numbers climb faster. In Charleston, for instance, citywide retail rents skyrocketed 26 percent between Feb. 2015 and Feb. 2016; in Cleveland that figure was 12 percent, and in Nashville, 20 percent. Even in smaller communities, like Grand Rapids, Mich., the retail rents are “unprecedented.”

Look at the rents for the kinds of walkable, mixed-use neighborhoods that have traditionally provided the best environment for locally owned businesses, and the numbers jump again. In Louisville, Ky., for instance, the lease rate for big-box retail space was $7.28-per-square-foot at the end of 2015. For “small shop” space, it was $16.68-per-square-foot, a 129 percent premium. A 2012 study from the Brookings Institution found that Washington, D.C., neighborhoods that scored well on an index of walkability and urban design, called the State of Place Index, also had higher real estate values. “A one point increase in a neighborhood’s State of Place was related to increases of... $0.35/sq. ft. in retail rents, [and] four percent in retail revenues,” the report found. “Clusters of neighborhoods with an above average State of Place Index commanded nearly... 47 percent more in retail rents... than a neighborhood with an above average State of Place Index that ‘stood alone.’”

Within particular business districts, often the ones that local businesses have made vibrant and valuable through their own investment and labor, the increases in rent are the sharpest of all. In Philadelphia’s downtown district, Center City, rents for prime retail space increased 87.5 percent over seven years, including 15 percent in 2015 alone. Along some streets, increases were as high as 214 percent over the last decade. “Some local merchants have been pushed off of Walnut [St.] as international and national brands move in,” notes a report from the commercial real estate firm CBRE. “Center City offers a unique diversity of retailers, services, and restaurants in an easily accessible, dense, walkable, safe setting... in contrast, many malls and shopping centers have grown stale.”

Behind these rising rents are a complex constellation of causes that span new urbanism and global capital. On the demand side, cities are booming, and there’s an increased demand for the small-scale, walkable storefronts in which independent businesses thrive. National chains, too, are entering the hunt for space in cities, drawn by rising populations and, having saturated the suburbs, seeking new markets. On the supply side, as older buildings—which were generally designed to have small-scale, ground-level retail space—are getting razed for new development, those new projects often don’t replace them, instead

Rising Rents Are Putting a Damper on the Urban Manufacturing Renaissance

Although our report focuses on retailers, increasing and unaffordable rents are affecting other kinds of independent businesses too. Among them are locally owned manufacturing companies that have been taking root in the once-decaying industrial zones of some cities. In San Francisco, for instance, the nonprofit organization SFMade reports that some of the local companies it works with have been driven out of the city by rising rents. “If we don’t see a cooling of the market or some other changes soon—we are truly at risk of losing a number of... companies in the next 12-18 months,” the group noted in a 2015 report. According to the commercial real estate firm LoopNet, the average asking rental rate for industrial properties jumped 14 percent between Feb. 2015 and Feb. 2016 in Austin, 14.8 percent in Atlanta, and 7.8 percent in Louisville. Many of the strategies described in this report also apply to industrial spaces, and cities should include commercial-industrial and manufacturing districts as they examine the issue.
containing commercial space that’s larger-format and designed for a national chain.

For the real estate developers behind these projects, securing a single large ground-floor tenant makes a project easier. A name-brand tenant is a faster ticket to financing for a project, especially within a banking system that’s increasingly national and international in scope. “The way that projects are financed, they go to a safe way of doing development and they have large tenant spaces that make the banks happy that are lending to them,” says Ken Takahashi, in the Seattle Office of Economic Development. This bias toward large spaces in new construction further skews the built environment in favor of bigger companies, and compounds the issue of rising rents. “In a lot of places, the spaces are not the right size for smaller businesses that really only need a fraction of what’s available, and they can’t afford to pay rent on a much larger space,” Takahashi says. Another challenge is that real estate developers and the brokers they hire are often themselves national in scale. They lack knowledge of the local businesses in the market, but already have ongoing relationships with many national brands.

---

This bias toward large spaces in new construction further skews the built environment in favor of bigger companies, and compounds the issue of rising rents.

---

Similar incentives, driven by how buildings are financed, also lead property owners to favor chains. While there is a perception that national chains pay higher rents, that’s not necessarily true. In some cases, it’s local businesses that have to pay higher rents in order to prove themselves, while national chains are given a discount for their perceived stability and credit-worthiness. “A formula retail tenant may not be paying more per square foot, but it adds some credit-worthiness to the balance sheet for the landlord, and it makes your bank happy,” says Rodney Fong, president of Fong Real Estate Company in San Francisco and a member of the San Francisco Planning Commission. Banks and other lenders often provide lower interest rates or better terms if a building owner has signed a national brand. When property owners and investors can get better terms by leasing to a business like a Target, Fong explains, “Target will win every day.”

Structural incentives and geographic biases like these are further distorting the commercial real estate market for locally owned businesses, and making it difficult for them to compete on their own merits. At the same time, property values are soaring, for reasons that include financial speculation and, in the present low interest-rate climate, real estate becoming an increasingly popular place for global investors to park their capital. Combined, these factors are creating rent increases that local businesses can’t absorb. Many of them are forced through the expense and challenge of relocating their business, or closing altogether. In one survey of businesses along Magazine Street in New Orleans, 76 percent of local business owners reported fearing that soaring rents would force them off of the street. A March 2016 report from the city of Boston found that among the city’s primary gaps in its small business ecosystem, “Some gaps, such as a lack of available, affordable real estate, are pervasive and affect most small businesses in the city.”
PART 2

Policy Solutions

Just as there’s a public stake in the availability of affordable housing, so too is there a public interest in the commercial side of the built environment. Locally owned businesses are what make a city livable, and economically healthy. But in the dynamic between local entrepreneurs and their communities, on the one hand, and developers, property owners, and lenders, as well as national chains, on the other, there exists an imbalance of power that isn’t related to the merits or viability of the businesses. Addressing this imbalance is a worthy policy goal, and one that helps cities achieve many other goals as well, from environmental sustainability to economic opportunity.

Here we present a range of ideas that elected officials, business owners, and community leaders are coming up with for how to do this. So far, many of the ideas are coming from larger cities, particularly New York City and San Francisco, where rising rents have already reached crisis-level proportions, but smaller cities, which are just beginning to experience the pinch of affordable space, are also beginning to look for ways that public policy can provide solutions.
STRATEGY 1
Broaden Ownership

In stories about rising rents, there’s often a handful of businesses that are able to be more resilient. One thing many of these businesses have in common is that they own their buildings.

There’s the 50,000-square-foot, 94-year-old furniture store on Charleston’s King Street, about which a Dec. 2015 article on the cost of space in the corridor notes, “Because he owns the building, rising rents did not push him out.” There’s the longtime bookstore in Brooklyn, whose owner “was able to stay as long as he did only by virtue of owning the building,” the New York Times reported.

One flagship local business in Brooklyn, Brooklyn Brewery, first started renting commercial space for about $3-per-square-foot in 1990, for an annual lease of about $90,000, the Associated Press recently reported. In the intervening years, rents have jumped to $30-per-square-foot, and the same lease today would cost more than $900,000 to sign. The brewery still has 10 years on its current lease, but it’s already begun its search for a new space at a sustainable price. “This time, the company will protect itself from soaring rents,” the AP reported, with brewery co-owner Steve Hindy explaining, “We are insisting on buying any place where we’d build a brewery.”

Or take Lisa Monson, the Salt Lake City hair salon owner who rented space for 22 years. For 10 of those years, she was searching for a new location, but stymied by the lack of small-scale commercial space and the need to stay within a one-mile radius, so as not to lose her existing clientele. Ultimately Monson, who had grappled with the uncertainty of a short-term lease, made the decision to buy a building and relocate her business there.

“The thing that’s so great is of course the mortgage doesn’t go up every three years,” Monson says. “My hard costs are now in a place where I know exactly where they’re going to be for my future, and it makes things a lot more secure.” In addition, just as with owning versus renting a home, Monson’s now building equity with her mortgage payments, and building wealth that will stay in the community instead of in the pockets of remote real estate investors.

One of Monson’s long-time neighbors at her old location is the bookstore The King’s English, owned by Betsy Burton. Burton decided to buy her space in 1980, soon after she started up, and include the real estate as part of her business plan. “The King’s English would no longer be there, and would no longer exist, if we hadn’t bought our building all those years ago,” Burton says. “If you’re in control of the property, no one’s in control of you.”

Seeing this hardiness, among the policy changes that local business advocates and city officials are pushing for are programs that make it easier for local businesses to own their space. Roughly three-quarters of independent retailers lease their space, and a larger share would likely benefit from ownership.

In Austin, a group of local businesses that are part of the Austin Independent Business Alliance have come up with a recommendation that the City of Austin facilitate a lease-to-own program, using federal grants to make the program possible. “Local and small business will not fully attain sustainability without owning the space we occupy,” AIBA director Rebecca Melançon wrote in an update on the proposal.

In New York City, the borough president of Manhattan, Gale A. Brewer, has proposed strategies that the city could use to encourage landlords to separate ground-level retail space in buildings they own and
sell those spaces as commercial condominiums. Once broken up from residential or office space on other floors, the ground-level spaces become more accessible for local businesses to purchase. As one way to incentivize landlords to separate the space, Brewer proposes that the city could offer landlords a reduction on certain city debts, such as building fines and sewer payments, if they paid the debts using earnings from the sale of the commercial condos.

Other options for businesses looking to buy their building include crowdfunding or direct public offerings, which allow unaccredited investors (i.e., people who are not wealthy) to buy shares of a business that’s seeking to raise capital. As of now, many businesses have launched crowdfunding campaigns for real estate on their own, but there’s not yet a platform or infrastructure in place to facilitate more such transactions. “That’s what is needed,” says Amy Cortese, financial journalist and founder of the online publication Locavesting, in an e-mail.

Create a “Buy Your Building” Plan for Local Businesses

In Salt Lake City, the idea is further along. There, the city’s considering creating its own “Buy Your Building” program, which would connect local businesses looking to purchase their property with city financing and a network of local partner banks.

The city’s already familiar with helping its local businesses access credit. Its Economic Development Loan Fund, a $10 million pool for business development, lends to businesses that may not qualify for a traditional bank loan. Between Nov. 2014 and Dec. 2015, the fund approved $3.48 million in loans to 24 local businesses, nearly half of which went to low-income entrepreneurs. The program’s terms allow businesses to apply for a loan for a down payment, but even with down payment assistance, the business has to secure a bank mortgage on its own. In these times of tight credit for small businesses, that’s often hard to do.

In the summer of 2015, the city released an economic development plan, “EnterpriseSLC,” in which it announced its intention to go further. One promise in the plan was this: “Through our Economic Development Loan Fund, partner with lending institutions to assist local businesses in acquiring their buildings.”

“We’re in the exploratory phase,” explains Peter Makowski, Economic Development Manager with Salt Lake City. As part of that process, the city’s reaching out to local banks, assessing the need, and looking for an initial pilot loan to test the program. The crux of its question is how to leverage city resources to make the loans low-risk enough for banks, which could then use their own resources to create their own complementary “Buy Your Building” programs. The city portion might take the form of a low-interest loan through the EDLF for the down payment, or possibly a new city grant program to write down costs.

One lender with a strong local presence, Zions Bank, has been part of conversations with the city. Though interest from small businesses in buying their building has slowed as the real estate market heats up again, the demand is there, explains Lori Chillingworth, who heads the bank’s Small Business Division. “Coming out of the recession, last year and the year before, we saw a lot of people wanting to buy their building,” Chillingworth says.

Zions, which is a regional bank with $5.7 billion in small business loans on its books, is often able to get back-up from the Small Business Administration’s loan guarantee programs for small commercial real estate loans that are higher risk for the bank, but Chillingworth says that a city program could fill in other pieces of helping small businesses access capital. Bank loans are often hard to get, for instance, if a business is also seeking financing to make improvements to the property, or if it’s looking to buy a larger building and rent part of it out. “I think the city could play a huge role if they write the program in a way where they can spread their dollars out as far as they can go,” Chillingworth says. “They will really benefit from the economic development of more businesses buying their building.”
The city’s also analyzing the size of the gap it would be aiming to fill. One concern is that purchasing a building isn’t right for every business, and some businesses are better served by focusing their resources on growing their inventory or increasing their cash flow. Other businesses, however, could be well-served by seeing real estate as part of their business plan. “It’s going to be a specific type of situation in which the fund could be used,” Makowski says.

As Salt Lake, like many cities, sees certain neighborhoods booming, increasing local business property ownership could also be a bulwark against displacement from gentrification. “I think a ‘Buy Your Building’ program could help keep the neighborhood fabric intact, and help avoid the unintended consequences of large-scale investment,” Makowski says.

“There isn’t much of a boilerplate for a program like this that we’ve found so far,” he adds. Creating it, however, aligns with the city’s larger economic development goals. “We’d like to give those local businesses that are anchors of the community the opportunity to stay and thrive and grow where they’ve started,” says Makowski.

**Foster Community Ownership of Commercial Spaces**

Community ownership is another approach for making sure that commercial space offers viable opportunities for local entrepreneurs and continues to house businesses that suit the surrounding neighborhood. When customers and neighbors become the owners of a commercial building, their interests are more aligned with those of their business tenants, than when the building is owned by remote developers. This can be reflected in lease terms. One kind of lease structure, for instance, sets a rent that’s a low base amount plus a percentage of the business’s sales, so the property owners and the business grow and profit together. Another advantage of these ownership models, which include customer cooperatives, community-owned stores, commercial community land trusts, and real estate investment cooperatives, is that they are financed by their member-investors and thus are not subject to the same limitations and biases against independent businesses built into other sources of real estate capital.

One example is the Northeast Investment Cooperative in Minneapolis, which was started by a group of neighbors who wanted to invest their money locally, and also bring more local businesses into their commercial corridor. NEIC has purchased two buildings that house three thriving businesses, and when it was looking for tenants for its new spaces, it specifically sought locally owned enterprises. NEIC was then able to work with those businesses to create the right space for them. Two of them, a brewery and a bakery, had struggled to find a workable commercial space elsewhere. “I think our willingness to take the risk and do the build out and not have to charge as much as you would have to charge to make full business sense originally was pretty important,” says Leslie Watson, a member of NEIC’s founding board.

With this model, the businesses and the owners benefit, and so does the city. Its residents become more civically engaged and connected, and it also means that decisions about the urban landscape are being made by the people who live in it. To grow and support investment cooperatives and similar models, cities can spread information about them and review ways to steer capital to them, such as by offering tax credits for local investment or, in low-income communities particularly, investing themselves. They can also work with state governments to adopt state-level securities exemptions for member investment in cooperatives. Community ownership can be an especially useful tool in neighborhoods where property values are only beginning to accelerate upward, so that buildings are still relatively affordable and residents and local business owners can benefit from future increases.
**STRATEGY 2**

**Reduce the Power Imbalance in Landlord-Tenant Negotiations**

Commercial tenants lack many basic rights and protections. They can be given no notice that their landlord isn’t renewing their lease, or start negotiating a lease with no assurance that their landlord is bargaining in good faith. Compounding this lack of protections, local businesses also create a portion of their space’s value, both by making improvements to that space and by driving their customer base to that location. These sunk costs make businesses even more vulnerable in the negotiation process.

Take Angel Santos, who in March 2015, faced a choice: He could either come up with nearly double the rent money for his 600-square-foot restaurant space in New York City’s Washington Heights neighborhood, $9,000 per month instead of $5,000 per month, or vacate the property by end of April. Santos had run his restaurant, Punta Cana, at this corner since 1997, but new owners, the real estate investors Coltown Properties, had bought the building as part of a $31 million real estate deal, and they were evicting seven Latino-owned establishments on the block, the *Village Voice* reported at the time.

“All the attention in the press is going to the residential displacement, but what small businesses are facing in commercial rents is in essence even worse because there’s far fewer protections,” a New York City council member for the area, Mark Levine, told the *Voice*. “I reject the notion that bringing in higher-paying tenants equals economic development.”

Levine is a co-sponsor of one proposed bill to address the issue in New York City, the Small Business Jobs Survival Act (SBJSA). It’s one of many ideas that local business advocates and city officials are coming up with that are aimed at making landlords into better ones. These ideas span property tax incentives for capping rent increases, fines for landlords who keep commercial space vacant, and regulation of lease renewal, and many of them are targeted at reducing the power imbalance in landlord-tenant negotiations.

**Regulate Lease Renewal**

The approach that the Small Business Jobs Survival Act takes is to zero in on commercial lease renewals. “The absence of legal protection for the interests of commercial tenants in the lease renewal process has unnecessarily accelerated the closing of small businesses and resulted in lost jobs, tax revenues, and community instability,” the text of the bill reads. It aims to give commercial tenants new rights in the renewal process, including a timeline for lease negotiations, a 10-year lease with a renewal option, and in instances of dispute, recourse to binding arbitration. The bill doesn’t regulate new leases, but instead, focuses on renewals of existing commercial leases.

The bill was introduced by a council member from the Bronx in June 2014, but a version of it has been floating around the city since 1984. Supporters, however, argue that the issue has only become more urgent, and that the measure’s time has come. It’s attracted 28 co-sponsors on the city council and a thorough legal review, and a grassroots coalition, TakeBackNYC, has formed to support it.

“Talking to local business owners, people don’t know if they’ll be there in five years,” explains Ahmad El-Najjar, a political consultant with TakeBackNYC. “They build their life around this business, but they don’t know if they can renew their lease and they have no protections.”
Some in New York argue that the city should go further, and return to the policies of commercial rent stabilization that the city enacted in the post-war years between 1945 and 1963. Others, though, contend that even the SBJSA goes too far. Manhattan Borough President Gale A. Brewer, for instance, has proposed a modified version of the SBJSA, which mandates a notice period of 180 days, a schedule for the negotiation process, recourse to non-binding mediation, and, if the parties fail to agree on the terms of a new lease, a one-year extension of the tenant’s current lease with up to a 15 percent increase in rent, to give the tenant time to search for a new location. Brewer’s proposal, however, has yet to be introduced as a bill.

Despite the dire straits facing many of the city’s small businesses, the SBJSA and similar proposals have gotten caught up in the politicking of New York City, where real estate is a powerful special interest and the Real Estate Board of New York a formidable campaign donor and lobbying organization. In order to move forward, the bill needs to be called for a public hearing by the chair of the Small Business Committee or by the speaker of the city council, or reach a super-majority of 34 co-sponsors. So far, however, it’s been blocked by the two members who hold those positions; though New York City Council Speaker Melissa Mark-Viverito was among the bill’s vocal supporters before she became speaker, now that she has the power to advance it, she’s declined to schedule a hearing, calling instead for further study of the issue. TakeBackNYC and its small business allies, meanwhile, are continuing to organize New Yorkers in support of legislative action.

Create a Property Tax Credit for Landlords

Local and state governments already know that tax incentives can be a powerful tool for shaping the built environment. In housing, for instance, governments are familiar with using lower property tax rates to encourage owner occupancy, favor primary residences over second and third homes, and compensate landlords who limit rent increases for vulnerable residents. In the realm of tax incentives for business, governments need to be careful to structure such policies in such a way that they don’t preference big companies. Nevertheless, a thoughtfully designed tax incentive for the landlords of local retail tenants could serve as a check on some of the market pressures that favor concentration, and mirror some of the values that exist in many cities’ residential policies.

Depending on the state, the power to create this type of tax incentive may fit within existing economic development powers that local municipalities hold; in others, the state itself would have to create the program. In either case, within the context of the many programs that states and municipalities have devised to give tax breaks to big businesses, such a program would be an overdue addition, with the potential to bolster local entrepreneurs and reward investment in commercial spaces suitable to them.

In New York, for instance, New York City worked with the state to develop a program that encourages investment in older commercial spaces. Passed by the state in 1995, and extended many times since, the Lower Manhattan Commercial Revitalization Program (CRP) and companion Commercial Rent Tax Special Reduction (CRT), create both a property tax abatement and a rent tax reduction. Property owners and their tenants apply to the program together, and in exchange for modest improvements to the building, the New York City Department of Finance offers a property tax abatement of up to $2.50-per-square-foot to the landlord, which is then passed-through to the tenant. Participants that qualify for the CRT can also receive a break in the amount of their rent that’s subject to the city’s commercial rent tax. The required investment and the resulting incentives are tiered based on the number of people employed by the tenant business, and only properties that are mixed use or nonresidential, built before 1975, and in a certain portion of Lower Manhattan are eligible. Though the program doesn’t include explicit provisions around locally owned businesses, these types of older spaces tend to be well-suited for small and local entrepreneurs.
Another idea would create a property tax credit for landlords who voluntarily limit rent increases when they renew their leases with small businesses. In New York, where the state must authorize property tax incentives, City Council Member Robert Cornegy, who represents the Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood of Brooklyn and chairs the council’s Small Business Committee, has introduced a city resolution calling on the state to pass legislation to this effect. Down the road, a program such as this could be expanded to include a tax break for landlords who lease to locally owned businesses and agree to a schedule of modest rent increases, particularly in certain targeted locations.

Fine Landlords Who Keep Commercial Properties Vacant

In certain rapidly-growing neighborhoods, there’s a growing phenomenon of landlords keeping commercial space vacant until they’ve attracted a tenant they perceive as the highest bidder. This kind of financial speculation impacts the character of the neighborhood, and also makes valuable commercial space unavailable to local retailers. “Since the nineteen-sixties, when Americans faced an extreme wave of urban blight, they have understood rising property values as a reliable measure of recovery. But everything can go too far, and at some point high property values may begin to destroy local economic activity,” writes Columbia Law School Professor Tim Wu in The New Yorker.

One policy solution to this issue proposed in New York City is a fine for landlords who keep properties empty for longer than six months. San Francisco’s already instituted such a fine. It passed a first version for vacant buildings in 2009, and in July 2014, the Board of Supervisors strengthened the ordinance so that it applies to any vacant commercial storefront, even if other parts of the building are occupied. According to the ordinance, once a storefront is vacant for more than 270 days, the owner has to pay an annual fee and register with the city. It’s another landlord-targeted measure aimed at creating a more fair rental market.
STRATEGY 3
Zone for a Local Business Environment

Absent regulation, commercial space in cities is increasingly tailored to the needs of large national chains. It happens, for instance, when a chain moves in and knocks down walls to consolidate several smaller storefronts into a space better suited for its suburban business model. These spaces can expand to the full length of a city block, as much as 50,000-square-feet and above, a size format that’s better suited to the latest Whole Foods than the local grocer, which is then stuck looking for ever-scarcer small retail spaces with ever-rising price tags to match.

Zoning is one of the most powerful tools that local governments have to shape the city, and it’s also in the arsenal that cities are deploying to address the supply side of the affordable space imbalance. In this fight, some of the best uses for zoning and land use codes include prioritizing historic preservation, requiring a diversity of square footages in commercial spaces, preventing the consolidation of smaller commercial spaces into larger ones, and fostering a diversity of business uses within particular neighborhood corridors or business districts.

It can work the way that it did in the Upper West Side neighborhood of New York City, which around 2012, was in the throes of what some were calling the “new urban blight.” Unlike the old urban blight, this new wave didn’t have decaying buildings or plummeting populations. Instead, it had bank branches. Their locations, and those of other national chains, were springing up across the neighborhood like impersonal billboards, instead of stores that the residents of the neighborhood needed and patronized, and bringing higher rents along with them. The chains were, additionally, changing the built environment and condensing smaller commercial spaces into larger ones.

“We cannot be successful as a neighborhood if it’s all banks, and that’s what it’s becoming,” Gale A. Brewer, then the city council member for the neighborhood, told the New York Times at the time. “We have to put a halt to it.”

In response, the city council approved a zoning change to regulate the width of new storefronts at street level, limiting bank storefronts to 25-feet along certain corridors, and storefronts to 40-feet. With the caps on store widths, the council aimed to foster a built environment friendlier to locally owned businesses, which generally thrive in smaller formats, and to limit the ability of the banks and other chains to stretch out and use storefronts as advertising.

Absent regulation, commercial space in cities is increasingly tailored to the needs of large national chains.

Prioritize Historic Preservation
Older buildings are important contributors to cities’ small-scale commercial environment, distinctive character, and healthy street life, and finding ways to maintain and adapt them should be among cities’ top zoning priorities. Recent research has quantified the impact of older buildings on the local business environment and the health of the surrounding community; one report, from the National Trust for Historic Preservation, found that neighborhoods with a diverse mix of building ages have more startups and a higher share of jobs in businesses with fewer than 20 employees. In addition to zoning, cities can consider programs to assist local businesses in adapting historic buildings, such as Phoenix’s Adaptive Reuse Program, which offers permit-fee waivers and a faster timeline for eligible projects.
In Phoenix’s program, spaces under 5,000-square-feet are eligible for more of the incentives, a size tier that also makes the program work for local businesses. Since its launch in 2008, more than 90 entrepreneurs have started businesses in previously vacant spaces. In their preservation and reuse aims, cities should focus not only on areas with aesthetically pleasing historic buildings, but also in the kinds of older commercial-industrial districts that can provide fertile ground for such local businesses as craft breweries and new manufacturing.

**Preserve and Increase the Supply of Smaller Spaces**

City zoning and land use codes could, and should, encourage the creation and maintenance of smaller retail spaces, and discourage huge storefronts. Brewer, now Manhattan borough president, has suggested that one way to do this would be to require new buildings with a certain amount of commercial frontage to have a minimum number of storefront establishments, or to simply cap maximum store sizes, as the Upper West Side did. With zoning that encourages storefronts as small as 250-square-feet, or prohibits storefronts in certain neighborhoods that are larger than 2,000-square-feet, cities also limit chain proliferation, as many chain formats don’t work at such a small scale. With city support, individual neighborhoods may also be able to seek zoning changes specific to their needs, as the Upper West Side did. Other ideas include setting stricter limits on when developers can knock down walls to combine frontages.

**Encourage Commercial Diversity**

Another way that cities can use zoning to create a built environment friendly to locally owned businesses, and to residents and neighborhoods, is to encourage commercial diversity. San Francisco’s formula business ordinance already incorporates this idea. The ordinance requires that any business with more than 11 locations worldwide apply for a special use permit in order to locate in the city’s neighborhood commercial districts, and the criteria for securing one of the permits includes how many businesses of that type are already in the district, and whether the applicant business would add something that the neighborhood doesn’t already have. Under the 10-year-old policy, the city has rejected many applications from chain stores and its neighborhoods now boast a larger share of independent businesses than most other large cities.
STRATEGY 4
Set Aside Space for Local Business in New Development

The question of how to foster new development that creates a built environment hospitable to local entrepreneurs is a rich one for cities, and it’s also a crucial piece of increasing the supply of appropriate and affordable spaces. Preservation of historic mixed-use buildings plays a role, as these spaces are often small and varied. Especially as historic buildings get razed or redeveloped, however, city regulation must ensure that an environment built for small business isn’t replaced with one designed for formula business. Many cities have already begun taking steps to create more mixed-use and walkable development. They can take that further with additional provisions specific to businesses that are also locally owned.

To this effect, cities have a range of options. Three of the most promising are requiring that a certain portion of ground-level retail space in new developments be set aside for locally owned businesses, that a certain portion of ground-level retail be dedicated to commercial spaces that are small, and that a certain portion of ground-level retail be commercial condominiums. This last option is tied to increasing small business property ownership, and has the added advantage that storefront ownership is more likely to appeal to locally owned businesses than to national chains, which have a standard business model built around leasing.

At the Austin Independent Business Alliance’s most recent local business conference, for instance, business owners were asked one question: What can the City of Austin do for local businesses? By the end of the conference attendees had settled on five goals that were their top priorities, and a handful of the business owners formed into a leadership circle to look at how to make them happen.

When the group came back with its ideas, one of its top proposals was for the city to encourage developers to set aside space in new, mixed-use developments to be sold as retail condominiums. When AIBA checked with developers and with the city’s land development code, it found nothing that prevented retail condos. The city’s now revising the code, and AIBA’s pushing for the inclusion of language that would incentivize creating such condos. Further down the road, the city could add further incentives, such as a tax abatement for selling the condo to a business that’s locally owned.

Set-asides like these have already been employed in development projects on a case-by-case basis in cities from Austin to Minneapolis. When New York City released a Request for Proposals (RFP) in Dec. 2015 for a major mixed-use development in the East Harlem neighborhood, for instance, it included the specification that, of up to 700,000-square-feet of commercial space, a modest portion—50,000-square-feet—would be reserved for local retailers.

A policy more effective and consistent than one-offs, however, would automatically include larger set-asides in any new development or redevelopment that includes a significant amount of commercial space, or that’s located in certain business districts. One idea from the Pratt Center for Community Development incorporates set-asides both for local entrepreneurs and for smaller square-footages, which can be particularly good spaces for local businesses. “For any commercial development over 50,000-square-feet in New York City, owners should be required to include businesses at a range of sizes, going down to 250-square-feet, with targets for locally owned small businesses,” reads the proposal.
STRATEGY 5
Create a Preference for Local Businesses in Publicly Owned Buildings

Cities aren’t just regulators. They’re also market participants, and cities themselves own and invest in large amounts of real estate. Much in the way that cities create procurement policies that align their purchasing with their larger aims, cities can create guidelines that make city-owned properties, or properties that receive city or county financing, more accessible to locally owned businesses.

Take Seattle, where the city recently renovated its central transportation hub, the King Street Station, and is now looking at the best way to find commercial tenants for shops inside the station and along the outdoor plaza. The city’s seeking local businesses for the spaces, and is reviewing how to structure its leases to give them favorable terms, for instance, with flexible lengths, options to extend, assistance with space improvements or build-outs, and gradual rent increases. “Because we control the space, we’re able to set the price in a way that’s going to be affordable for local businesses,” says Ken Takahashi in the city’s Office of Economic Development.

Seattle is seeking local businesses for the spaces, and is reviewing how to structure its leases to give them favorable terms, for instance, with flexible lengths, options to extend, assistance with space improvements or build-outs, and gradual rent increases.

Down the road, provisions for affordable ground-floor commercial space for locally owned businesses could also be built into the agreements of developments that the city helps to finance. For businesses that align with other city goals, such as increasing access to healthy food, the lease rates could be further tiered or below-market rate.

Other examples come from New York City and Boston, and their ideas apply to cities of all sizes and in all parts of the country. In New York, the Community Development Project of the Urban Justice Center has proposed that the city rent space that it owns to local businesses at below-market rates, particularly in areas that lack neighborhood-serving and community-oriented businesses. And in Boston, the city’s “Small Business Plan,” released in March 2016, spotlights the availability, accessibility, and affordability of small-scale commercial real estate as a central issue. One of its central initiatives reads: “Transform underutilized city properties into small business real estate with leasing priorities awarded to businesses in priority segments and/or with minority, women, immigrant owners.” It also notes, “allocate space for small businesses in new publicly-owned developments.”


To address the issue, San Francisco’s passed a two-part measure. In March 2015, in a unanimous vote, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors established the San Francisco Legacy Business Registry to track the city’s historic businesses, defined as those that have been in business for 30 years or longer and contribute to the city’s identity, with a provision for businesses as young as 20 years old that meet certain other criteria. To qualify for the registry, a business must be nominated by the mayor or any city supervisor, San Francisco’s version of a city council member.

The second part of the measure, the Legacy Business Historic Preservation Fund, makes businesses that are in the Legacy Registry eligible for annual grants of $500 per employee, up to $50,000. It also offers an additional payment for property owners that agree to offer 10-year leases to those businesses, for $4.50-per-square-foot up to $22,500 annually. The aim is for the subsidy to sweeten the pot enough for landlords to agree to new, long-term leases.

Each year, grants will be available to 300 businesses, and the funding, estimated to start at $3 million annually, will come out of the city’s general fund. This part of a measure was put to a public vote on the November ballot, and passed with 57 percent of the vote. The fund is set to activate in July, at the beginning of the city’s fiscal year. As it’s being implemented, questions remain about the fund’s long-term viability. An analysis from the city controller found that the cost will increase by $2.1 million to $3.7 million each year, growing to between $51 million and $94 million annually over the next 25 years, as all qualifying businesses become enrolled.

“"If we’re willing to help Twitter, why wouldn’t we be willing to help the legacy business that’s such an integral part of the neighborhood?"” – San Francisco Supervisor David Campos

That’s not a small expense, but it’s also in line with the level of financial support San Francisco provides to large companies. In 2011, the city established a payroll tax break for high-tech firms, including Twitter, that locate in the Mid-Market district. That incentive cost the city about $4 million in 2013, and its price tag jumped to nearly $34 million in 2014. “If we’re willing to help Twitter, why wouldn’t we be willing to help the legacy business that’s such an integral part of the neighborhood?” Supervisor David Campos told Next City.
To get the most out of the city’s investment, the program may, in the future, expand to include assistance for businesses seeking to buy their building. The legislation anticipates this, assigning the city’s Small Business Commission to survey businesses that have been added to the registry and make recommendations for programs to support them, which “may include... lease renewal and acquisition assistance.”

San Francisco’s not alone in implementing a program to safeguard its longtime businesses. Internationally, Paris, London, and Rome also have protections in place for historic or culturally significant businesses. In Paris, for instance, the city has been buying the properties of culturally significant businesses, including booksellers, arthouse cinemas, and independent art galleries, or negotiating rent caps with their landlords, since 2004. The program has helped about 650 businesses and this year has a budget equal to about $45 million.

All of these cities have recognized that their locally owned businesses are a vital part of what makes them competitive, and that just as they work to retain larger companies, it’s in their best interest as a city to keep them.
Conclusion

The strategies described above represent a range of solutions to an increasingly pressing problem. In many cities, these ideas are in the early stages, but they represent an important shift in how local governments are approaching the issue. In Seattle, for instance, the process is just beginning, and in the coming weeks, Mayor Ed Murray will convene for the first time an advisory committee on commercial affordability in the city.

Even without rising commercial rents and a changing built environment, strengthening its independent business sector is in a city’s best interests. Indeed, in cities where real estate is currently less expensive, cities could begin to employ some of these ideas proactively, and use them to encourage development and grow a strong local economy.

What will it take for this to happen? First, advocates need to establish a framework in their city that connects strengthening the independent business sector with achieving other city goals and priorities. Second, advocates need to mobilize the existing constituency of residents who care about their neighborhoods and their local businesses, and connect their concerns with a platform of policy proposals. Across the country, local business advocacy groups are already starting to effect this change.

Many of these strategies will work best when deployed in combination with each other, and with other proven tools for nurturing the local economy, such as formula business ordinances and community impact reviews. Combined, they represent a broader shift in how cities can work with their locally owned businesses. A mix of these policies will create a built environment conducive to a healthy independent business community, and therefore, a healthy city.
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